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NT10: Jude 

 

Today we will return to our “NT in 10 years” study.   And since we only have three weeks (counting this 

one) until we are on our CHURCH camping trip, I have decided to DISCUSS a book which we can finish in 

that TIME--FRAME.  And the book (then) I have chosen is the book of JUDE.  So if you would please turn 

there in your bibles and follow along as I read all of its verses in your hearing. 

PRAY 

Last time we were in this series, I discussed how we would approach each book of the NT wb a little 

different than how I have in the past. 

And I want to review that with you again briefly (since it has been some time since we discussed it)… 

WHAT makes this NT study different than what I have done in the pulpit before (2 reasons): 

1. Faster pace 

Though we will be going through EACH one EXPOSITIONALLY, we will DO it at a much faster pace (which 

is why it will only take us ten years to GET thru) versus much—MUCH longer.  For instance, it took John 

MacArthur 15 weeks (or almost 4 months) to get through the book of JUDE---we are going to do it in less 

than a month (3 weeks)!  Not however, because I am going to talk faster---OR explain LESS—BUT 

because we will be handling bigger chunks of the text together.  And this (I hope you will see) is FAR 

better than the atomistic pace of “two verses at time” since not only does it keep us from feeling 

“bogged down” in the text—or like we are “missing the forest for the trees” (something that does 

happen at a slower pace—we forget where we started of what is going on in the previous chapters 

covered since there is so much time in between chapters)… 

This approach/pace is far better because of that—BUT also (in my opinion) it is more likely that our 

interpretation that particular book will be right (when doing this way). 



Which is the 2nd reason… 

2. Better understanding  

By looking at the contents of a particular book in bigger chunks, we lessen the potential of taking the 

meaning of the individual verses (within those chunks) out of context.   And when you combine that 

with a faster pace (which is the inevitable result)---you also gain the advantage of seeing the overall flow 

of the book—which also helps us to better understand its contents (something I think you will see 

almost immediately and come to appreciate—I hope it also changes the way you read and study your 

bible---since this is how the NT writers wrote:  they didn’t expect us to read their letters, historical 

accounts and prophecies in miniscule portions at a time—but all at once---and therefore to understand 

its individual pieces in light of the WHOLE book.  And this approach allows us to do that). 

So that (THEN) wb our approach, here today (and throughout this series)… 

And as an AID to this process, there was an ACRONYM I came up with (last time) to help us (in our 

breakdown of the book and its study)---AN acronym I have changed and shortened just slightly—since I 

think—it wb easier to work with--- 

THE ACRONYM (now) is: BTI 

Which stands for:  Back-story (which refers to background story of the book), Theme (meaning the 

book’s unifying theme) and Instruction (which includes all the subjects and teaching which take place in 

the book as support FOR--- OR ---development and extensions OF its THEME.). 

This is HOW we will be breaking down all of the books of the NT(as a means to studying them)---AND 

ultimately HOW we (as individuals) should STUDY any book of the BIBLE (meaning NT—or OT) since 

these are the THREE ELEMENTS are the THREE KEYS to its overall understanding. 

We must understand its back-story, its unifying or main theme—and the individual instruction related to 

(and in support) of those two things—especially (again) its UNIFYING (or main) theme). 

Which means what we are going to START with (right now) as it relates to the book of JUDE—is its… 

I. BACKSTORY 

And there are 4 sub-points under this: 



The author, recipients, date, and occasion (let’s start w/ the first): 

B1 = The author is Jude, half-brother of Jesus. 

((1)) 

B1.1 Support for Jude as the “half-brother of Jesus”: 

B1.1.1 His reference to being the “brother of James” –which can only be “James the just”—the senior 

pastor at Jerusalem, writer of the book of James ---and half-brother of Jesus 

 (Gal 1:19) 

*This cannot be referring to James—one of the original twelve and brother the apostle John---since it 

would make no sense for him to mention the deceased brother –and make no mention of the living and 

more popular one (John)! 

B1.1.2  His reference to himself as the “servant/slave (doulos)” of Jesus Christ is congruent with James 

(his brother).  

(Jam 1:1)   

*Which means it is not without precedent for Jude to be the half-brother of Jesus yet make no reference 

to it (since James does the same thing).   

B1.1.3  In the original (Greek) it is communicated as “Judas” (v. Jude)—which was one of the names of 

Jesus’ half-brothers.  

(Mat 13:55) 

B1.2  What else we know about him (that is helpful): 

B1.2.1 =  he was a later convert to Christianity. 

 (Joh 7:1-9; Act 1:14) 

(how this is helpful):  it reminds us of our dependency upon God for the salvation of others.   

IOW:  Good influence isn’t enough!  Jude had the best influence of all (Jesus Himself!) and still rebelled.  

Though what we do DOES matter, what determines who gets saved (or who doesn’t) is ultimately God.   



B1.2.2 =  he considered his role as “doulos” to be his most important association with (or connection 

to) Jesus. 

 (And not the fact that he was Jesus’ half-brother)—this is can reasonably surmise from the fact that he 

does (again) refer to himself this way (and not as the Lord’s brother). 

(how this is helpful): it reveals what really makes us family w/God: nothing but submission to His will. 

(Mat 8:-12, 12:46-50)    

B1.2.3 =  he appeals to the written words as well as the oral tradition of the prophets and apostles. 

 ((14, 17)) 

(how this is helpful): it recognizes the authority of the covenant community to determine truth. 

Why I say that:  b/c there is NO WAY Jude could declare either of the things he mentions (whether in 

relation to Enoch or the apostles) WAS from legitimately from GOD (which is what he is doing)---unless 

they were already recognized as such by the covenant community. 

IOW:  The church (and covenant community of Israel before) had already recognized the portion of 

Enoch he quotes as legitimate prophecy from Enoch---AS well AS the portion of 2Peter he quotes (when 

he mentions the apostles)—since it is almost verbatim the words of 2Pe 3:3---a letter which was only a 

few years old at this point---and NOT a given (as far as being “from God” goes).  The church had to 

recognize it (as such)—otherwise it could not be quoted as legitimate (good example: Paul’s other 

letters to the Corinthians—not included in the canon b/c they were not recognized as inspired—i.e. 

from God). 

Even Jude himself could NOT recognize his writing as from God (i.e. Scripture), the church (i.e.covenant 

community) would need to do that—by recognizing him as either an apostle or prophet (which in this 

case we be confident was “prophet”---since never is there mention of him as an Apostle—which means 

the only other way you can be considered speaking (or writing) prophetically is as a “prophet”—

something once more—only the covenant community can recognize—1Co 14:28-29). 

The point (then) NOT TO MISS:  By Jude referencing these sources (Enoch, the apostles)—he is 

recognizing the authority of the covenant community in determining truth---something we all believe 

whether we know it OR NOT! 



Proof:  Who do you suppose determined the 66 books which make up your BIBLE?  There were other 

books (Shepherd of Hermas, the Epistle of Barnabas, The Assumption of Moses, 1,2,3rd Enoch).  Who 

decided what was legit and what wasn’t?  The covenant community of Israel—(OT)—and the church 

(NT).  Which means you preach this TRUTH (the authority of the cov. community to determine truth) 

every time you carry a BIBLE and claim IT (alone) to be God’s truth—since by that you are claiming the 

authority of the church WHO determined what books would be a part of it—and which ones would NOT! 

HUGE truth (then) not to miss and one to chew on—the authority of the church to determine truth—

JUDE recognized it—and so should we.  It is the basis for what he says. 

(which brings us to our next sub-point)… 

B2 = The recipients are all those who are truly saved. 

((2)) 

Only those who have truly been saved by God can be: described using the terms Jude uses here (“called, 

beloved in God, and kept for Jesus”)---OR---greeted with the words “May mercy, peace and love be 

multiplied to you” (since the idea of multiplying requires the prior existence of those things in the lives 

of those you are not desiring this multiplication in—AND—such would only be true of those in a saving 

relationship with God! 

Which means this LETTER is what scholars call a “general epistle”:  It was not written to a specific church 

(like the book of Philippians)—or specific Christian group (like the book of Hebrews which was written 

primarily to Jewish/Hebrew Christians). 

Which MORE importantly means that its MESSAGE is seen by JUDE (and the Holy Spirit who gave the 

message) as DIRECTLY RELEVANT to all who are truly saved and following Christ. 

IOW:  It is a message which all CHRISTIANS must take heed to (and practice its instruction). 

And what that MESSAGE is –we will SEE (here) in just a moment—before we do that (though) –let’s deal 

with the DATE… 

B3 = The date is probably late 68, after 2Peter and Revelation, making it the last book written in the 

NT. 

 



B3.1 = Support:    

B3.1.1. Future in relation to 2 Peter. 

(2Pe 2:1) –“will be false teachers among you”(f)…(Jud 1:4) –“Certain people have crept in un-noticed”(p) 

B3.1.2 = No mention of persecution.   

If this had been written in early 68 or BEFORE, we would expect to find some instruction regarding 

persecution, since the Christian community was in the middle of intense suffering under the Neronic 

persecution --and every other letter in the NT written during that time (66-68) speaks of persecution.  

There is however no mention, giving further support to the fact that this letter was written sometime 

after Nero was dead and the persecution had stopped (June of 68). 

B3.1.3 = Jude’s inference to this letter as the close of the canon. 

((3)) –“the faith once for all handed down” = If there was further special revelation (from God yet to be 

revealed) beyond what Jude is writing (here) (i.e. the book of Revelation) then hardly could he say this! 

The teachings and truths which GOD to continue as His rule and authority have NOW all been “handed” 

–or “written down”---AND JUDE is the confirmation of that very thing—his writing would MEAN that 

THE CANON of the BIBLE could now be closed---it was NOW complete! 

B3.1.4 = The dates of 2Peter and Revelation   

2Peter is generally considered to have been written in early 68.  And though it is common for people to 

consider Revelation as being written sometime in the early 90’s, the overwhelming evidence points to a 

date just before (or right at the start) of the Neronic persecution (65 or 66 AD).  These dates further 

support seeing Jude as the last book of the NT. 

B3.2 = What this communicates to us: 

B3.2.1 = The foundation of the Church is complete.  

(Eph 2:20) 

B3.2.2 = The perfect (rule) for faith has come.  

(1Co 13:1-11) 



B3.2.3 = The time for receiving new/additional special revelation from God is over (the consequence 

of the previous two points). 

And that brings me then to our final SUB-POINT (and back-story item)---The OCCASSION for writing… 

B4 = The occasion for writing is a vulnerable church in the midst of war. 

By the time Jude writes this letter, all but one apostle (John) are dead—including its two greatest Peter 

and Paul—who were beheaded by Nero (according to tradition).  And though John is alive, he exits in 

permanent exile—away from the churches on the Isle of Patmos.  Which means the Christian churches 

no longer HAVE (as support) those considered to be her “pillars” (Gal 2)---and she is WIDE OPEN NOT 

only for attack BUT being completely RUN over by her enemies. 

AND both of those things WERE (and continue to be) a REALITY to this DAY—since from the day of her 

inception, the church HAS been in a SPIRITUAL WAR . 

B4.1  Support for suggesting the church is in danger of being “run over” by her enemies: 

((4)) = The absence of apostolic witness has created holes in the church’s defense and as a result false 

teachers are slipping in behind the front lines. 

B4.2  Support for suggesting that the church has been in a spiritual war since her inception: 

(Rev 12:7-12; Eph 6:11-12)  

This (then) JUDE is acutely AWARE OF---as well as the fact THAT it is NOW time to rally the TROOPS to 

action in a way NOT expected of them BEFORE… 

IT IS NOW time for the BODY of CHRIST (meaning all of her members) to FILL in the GAPS left behind by 

the apostles… 

Which brings US (then) to what I believe to BE the GRAND, UNIFYING and  OVER-ARCHING THEME of the 

book. 

T = A Passinate Appeal To “Every Member Warfare”. 

A common way to refer to the church (today) is “every member ministry”—IOW: we are all called to 

minister in the BODY of CHRIST.  But the same is TRUE in relation to spiritual warfare (as well).  The call 

to us as Christians is (therefore) NOT ONLY “every member ministry”—BUT “every member warfare”. 



((3))…(4) 

“appealing” = to urge or exhort with great emotion or concern due to the importance of the subject or 

situation (Heb 3:13; Rom 12:1; Mar 8:31; Mat 8:5). 

“contend” = evpagwni,zesqai= (lit. agonize on)“to fight hard beyond (or past) that of your 

opponent; to win by striving against them until they give up, give in—or go away!” (Pro 28:4) 

“the faith” = objective (v. subjective faith); i.e. the truths and teachings of the Bible which 

define and identify the Christian religion –those 66 books which make up its (“once for all 

handed down”) completed and closed CANON---most specifically those related to the GOSPEL.  

We are to fight hard against those who attempt to call themselves Christians yet distort the 

TRUTHS which make up the GOSPEL---since if this is destroyed---there is NO CHRISTIAN FAITH! 

B4.1 What fighting for the Christian Faith includes :  

(Jud 1:22-23—consider 2Pe 2:18-20) 

*This (BTW) is true spiritual warfare: contending for the truths found in God’s Word and the 

souls of those who are being taken captive again by the world or false teaching posing as true 

Christianity (i.e. false gospels)---AND NOT the hokey stuff which is often thought of when the 

term spiritual warfare is used (ex. woman asking me if we were a church which had a “spiritual 

warfare” ministry). 

B4.2 Why I say it is “every member warfare”:  

B/C that (again) are the recipients of this letter—all those truly saved—ALL true CHRISTIANS—All true 

members of the BODY of CHRIST! 

If the CHRISTIAN CHURCH and HER GOSPEL is to survive, it will mean all her members take up the 

spiritual swords and entering into the BATTLE… 

WE are now those RESPONSIBLE for keeping her borders and her message safe---AND we are to see it AS 

completely necessary---something which CANNOT be neglected! (NOTICE again verse 3 and how he 

contrasts with writing about “salvation”). 



The POINT NOT TO MISS (here): Though talking about our “common salvation” is great (and NO DOUBT 

feels a lot better than talking about fighting), THIS (once more) is something WE CANNOT NEGELECT…  

We (like Jude) are to CONSIDER it absolutely important and “NECESSARY”.   

 So that (then) BELOVED is the THEME and BACKSTORY  to this incredibly important book---important 

B/C (as I stated) a few moments ago—IT is a book WHICH is completely RELEVANT to all of us (since that 

is who it is WRITTEN to –TO all of us claiming to be truly saved—TO all of us claiming to BE CHRISTIANS. 

We all have the incredibly important responsibility to FIGHT HARD for the FAITH (meaning the doctrine) 

revealed and taught to us in the COMPLETE and CLOSED revelation of the BIBLE (and its 66 books). 

It is OUR NECESSARY duty as those truly saved –as true Christians and followers of Christ… 

AND NEXT week we will CONTINUE discussing THIS as we ENTER into THE LETTER’S INSTRUCTION… 

UNTIL (then) THOUGH I would encourage you to READ and think about this BOOK –asking GOD to give 

you the HEART which He desires in all of us—and that is a HEART READY to DO battle for HIM and His 

GLORY. 

Oftentimes WE think of asking GOD for a heart of compassion or love—or other RELATED things… 

AND though WE SHOULD be asking for such a HEART---we SHOULD also be asking for this---FOR a heart 

willing and READY to follow our SAVIOR into the BATTLE for the TRUTH of His WORD---a HEART ready for 

WAR—and (again) next week WE will explore even FURTHER why this is so very necessary---SO be here 

for that! 

Let’s PRAY 

  

 


